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RELATIVE EQUILIBRIUM STATES AND CLASS DEGREE
JISANG YOO
Abstract. Given a factor code pi from a shift of finite type X onto a sofic shift
Y , an ergodic measure ν on Y , and a function V onX with summable variation,
we prove an invariant upper bound on the number of ergodic measures on X
which project to ν and maximize h(µ) +
∫
V dµ among all measures in the
fiber pi−1(ν). If ν is fully supported, this bound is the class degree of pi. This
generalizes a previous result for the special case of V = 0.
1. Introduction
It is a classical result that given an irreducible shift of finite type X there is a
unique measure µ on X that maximizes entropy h(µ) and that this unique measure,
called the measure of maximal entropy, is an easily described Markov measure [5].
Also, given a real-valued function defined on X with enough regularity, there is a
unique measure on X , called the equilibrium state of V , that maximizes h(µ) +∫
V dµ. Equilibrium states are more general than measure of maximal entropy: the
equilibrium state of 0 is the measure of maximal entropy.
We consider the relative case where a factor code pi : X → Y from a shift of
finite type X to a sofic shift Y is fixed and an ergodic measure ν is given. In the
relative case, we restrict our attention to the measures in the fiber pi−1(ν). Even
if X is irreducible, there can be more than one measure that maximizes entropy
among measures in pi−1(ν). These measures are called measures of relative maximal
entropy. Petersen, Quas, and Shin proved that the number of ergodic measures of
relative maximal entropy is always finite and gave an explicit upper bound [6].
Allahbakhshi and Quas improved the upper bound to a conjugacy-invariant upper
bound and introduced the notion of class degree [2]. In the special case of ν with
full support, their upper bound is equal to the class degree of the factor code. In
the same paper, they proposed the conjecture that the class degree may also be
the upper bound for the number of ergodic relative equilibrium states. Given a
function V on X with summable variation, we prove the same conjugacy-invariant
upper bound for the number of ergodic relative equilibrium states of V over ν.
In order to motivate parts of our proof and to explain the new main ingredient
in the proof of our result, we explain shortly how previous results are proved. The
previous result that the number of ergodic measures of relative maximal entropy
is finite is proved in the following way. Suppose µ1, . . . , µd+1 are distinct ergodic
measures of relative maximal entropy over ν where d is the number of letters (forX)
that project to a fixed letter b for Y with ν(b) > 0. Form a relatively independent
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joining of the d+1 measures over ν. Pigeonhole’s principle then forces at least two,
say µ1, µ2, of the d+ 1 measures to have the property
λ({(x(1), x(2)) : x
(1)
0 = x
(2)
0 }) > 0
where λ = µ1⊗ν µ2 is the relatively independent joining of the two measures over ν.
Since for every (x(1), x(2)) in some set of positive measure with respect to λ, there
are infinitely many i for which x
(1)
i = x
(2)
i , one can construct a point x
(3) which is
the result of splicing parts of x(1) or x(2) depending on the outcome of tossing a fair
coin at every i for which x
(1)
i = x
(2)
i . The probability distribution of the new point
x(3) is a measure µ3 on X which projects to ν. The entropy of the new measure µ3
is then shown to be strictly greater than the entropy of µ1 or µ2, contradicting the
initial assumption µ1 and µ2 are measures of relative maximal entropy. Therefore
the number of ergodic measures of relative maximal entropy over ν cannot exceed
d. The entropy increase of µ3 is shown with an application of Jensen’s inequality.
The notion of class degree of a factor code is defined using an equivalence relation
within fibers [2]. Given a point y, the fiber pi−1(y) is divided into finitely many
components under the following equivalence relation: x, x′ ∈ pi−1(y) are equivalent
if there is x′′ in the same fiber that agrees with x on (−∞, n] for a given arbitrary
n and with x′ on [m,+∞) for some m > n and vice versa. The equivalence classes
here are called transition classes over y. The number of transition classes over any
transitive point y ∈ Y is finite and same. This number is defined to be the class
degree of the factor code. This generalizes the notion of the degree of a finite-to-one
factor code: the common finite number of preimage points of any transitive point
y ∈ Y when pi is finite-to-one.
If we think of transition classes within fibers as the relative analogue of transitive
components of a shift of finite type, it is natural to ask if the class degree bounds
the number of measures of relative maximal measures and the number of relative
equilibriums (over an ergodic ν with full support).
The previous result that the number of ergodic measures of relative maximal
measures is bounded by the class degree (when ν has full support) is proved in
the following way. Suppose µ1, . . . , µd+1 are distinct ergodic measures of relative
maximal entropy over ν where d is the class degree. As before, form a relatively
independent joining of the d+ 1 measures over ν and apply pigeonhole’s principle
to conclude that for at least two measures, say µ1, µ2, we have
λ({(x(1), x(2)) : x(1) ∼ x(2)}) > 0
where x(1) ∼ x(2) means the two points are in the same transition class and λ =
µ1⊗νµ2. Then the uniform conditional distribution property of measures of relative
maximal entropy is used to show that this implies
λ({(x(1), x(2)) : x
(1)
0 = x
(2)
0 }) > 0
and a contradiction follows.
The proof of our result starts similarly by supposing that there are d+1 distinct
ergodic relative equilibrium states of V . In our proof, we have to construct a new
measure that satisfies a condition stronger than
h(µ3) > h(µ1) or h(µ3) > h(µ2)
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namely
h(µ3) > h(µ1) + |
∫
V dµ1 −
∫
V dµ3| or
h(µ3) > h(µ2) + |
∫
V dµ2 −
∫
V dµ3|
In other words, we need to construct a measure with the increase in entropy big
enough that it overcomes the difference in integrals. An ingredient in our proof
is an observation made in the following result by Antonioli [3]. Given a relative
equilibrium state µ of V with summable variation, he showed that if µ does not have
full support and ν has, then one can construct a new measure µ′ by routing parts
of a point in X depending on outcomes of tossing a coin and the new measure has
bigger h(µ′) +
∫
V dµ′. If routing is done by using an X-block with zero measure,
then it is known that the new measure has a bigger entropy [8] (which proves that
any measure of maximal relative entropy over ν has full support). Antonioli’s new
observation is that if a biased coin is used, then as the probability of coming up tails
approaches zero, the difference in entropy (between the new measure µ′ and the
old measure µ) dominates the difference in integral
∫
V dµ′ −
∫
V dµ (which proves
that any relative equilibrium state of V over ν has full support). The observation
relies on restorability of the old point from the new point.
In our setting where we have a joining of two measures µ1, µ2, given two points
x(1), x(2) (random points with its joint distribution being the joining), we have to
form other points x(3), x(4) by alternating between parts of x(1) and x(2) in some
way. The main difficulty in applying Antonioli’s observation to our setting is that
we cannot restore the old points x(1), x(2) from the new points x(3), x(4). But since
µ1, µ2 are distinct ergodic measures, long blocks from x
(1) are distinguishable from
long blocks of x(2) with low probability of error. The rate of error goes to zero as the
blocks become longer. The difficulty now is that we do not know enough about the
speed of convergence of the error rate. Our main ingredient is in tossing a coin for
every N ’th occurrence of a fixed minimal transition block in order to work around
this difficulty and N is chosen in response to the speed of convergence of the error
rate. This allows us to construct two new points in such a way that the increase
in entropy dominates the difference in integral even if the speed of convergence of
the error rate is slow. To enable this workaround, we prove some new results on
the measure theoretic structure of infinite-to-one factor codes which are analogues
of previous results on the topological structure.
2. Background
In this section, we introduce basic terminology and known results that will be
used in our proof.
Throughout this paper, measures are always assumed to be probability measures.
Shift spaces are assumed to be two-sided one-dimensional shift spaces.
A triple (X,Y, pi) is called a factor triple if pi : X → Y is a factor code from
a SFT X to a sofic shift Y . If a factor triple is such that pi is a 1-block factor
code and X is a 1-step SFT, then it is called a 1-step 1-block factor triple. Given
a factor triple (X,Y, pi), there is a 1-step 1-block factor triple (X ′, Y ′, pi′) that is
topologically conjugate to (X,Y, pi) [4].
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Definition 2.1. Given a factor triple (X,Y, pi) and an invariant measure ν on Y .
An invariant measure µ on X is called a measure of relative maximal entropy over
ν if it projects to ν and its entropy is the biggest among all invariant measures on
X that projects to ν.
There is always at least one measure of relative maximal entropy over ν. If ν
is ergodic, then the ergodic decomposition of such µ decomposes it into ergodic
measures of relative maximal entropy over ν.
Definition 2.2. Given a factor triple (X,Y, pi) and an invariant measure ν on Y
and a real-valued function on X with summable variation. An invariant measure
µ on X is called a relative equilibrium state of V over ν if it projects to ν and
h(µ) +
∫
V dµ is the biggest among all invariant measures on X that projects to ν.
There is always at least one relative equilibrium state of V over ν. If ν is
ergodic, then the ergodic decomposition of such µ decomposes it into ergodic relative
equilibrium states of V over ν.
For more on the general theory of relative equilibrium states, see [7].
We are not using any advanced probability theory, but in order to reduce ver-
bosity of our arguments, we will borrow the language of random variables. Random
variables here are defined to be almost everywhere defined measurable functions
from a fixed Lebesgue space to Polish spaces. The notion of functions of a random
variable, joint random variable, and probability distribution of a random variable
are adopted.
3. Class degree of a factor code
The class degree of a factor code and the concept of transition blocks and minimal
transition blocks are defined in [2].
Given a 1-step 1-block factor triple (X,Y, pi) and an ergodic measure ν on Y ,
we say (w, n,M) is a ν-minimal transition block if it is a transition block with
ν(w) > 0 and if it has the smallest depth among all such transition blocks. If
ν has full support, then the ν-minimal transition blocks are exactly the minimal
transition blocks.
4. Class degree of an ergodic measure
Given a factor triple (X,Y, pi) and an ergodic measure ν on Y , we define the
class degree of ν to be a positive integer defined by the following result [2]. (Its
proof does not use the assumption that Y is irreducible)
Theorem 4.1. Let (X,Y, pi) be a factor triple and ν an ergodic measure on Y .
Then ν-almost every point of Y has the same number of transition classes over it.
We call this number the class degree of ν and denote it by cpi,ν or cν . If (X,Y, pi)
is a 1-step 1-block factor triple, then this number is equal to the depth of any ν-
minimal transition block. If ν is fully supported, then this number is equal to the
class degree of pi.
5. Measure theoretic properties of transition classes
We establish a measure theoretic analogue of a result in [1].
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Theorem 5.1. Let (X,Y, pi) be a 1-step 1-block factor triple and ν an ergodic
measure on Y . Let µ be an invariant measure on X that projects to ν. Let (w, n,M)
be a ν-minimal transition block. Let u be an X-block with µ(u) > 0 that projects to
w. Then u is routable through a unique symbol in M at time n.
Proof. Since w is a transition block, u is routable through at least one member of
M at time n. To show that u is routable through at most one member ofM at time
n, we suppose to the contrary that u is routable through two distinct members a(1)
and a(2) ofM = {a(1), a(2), . . . , a(d)} where d ≥ 2 is the size ofM . By Theorem 4.1,
d is equal to the class degree of ν.
By Poincare’s recurrence theorem, for µ-almost every point x in the cylinder
[u] ⊂ X , the block u occurs infinitely many times to the right in x. And for µ-almost
every point x ∈ X , the point pi(x) has exactly d transition classes over it. Therefore
there exists a point x ∈ X such that u occurs infinitely many times to the right in
x and that pi(x) has exactly d transition classes over it. Fix such a point x. Fix
d− 1 points x(1), x(2), . . . , x(d−1) ∈ X such that the d points x, x(1), x(2), . . . , x(d−1)
are in different transition classes over pi(x).
Since u occurs infinitely many times to the right in x, we can choose positions
{[ij, ij + |w| − 1]}j≥1 such that ij+1 > ij + |w| and x[ij ,ij+|w|−1] = u.
For each k and j, the block x
(k)
[ij ,ij+|w|−1]
projects to w and hence is routable
through a symbol in M at time n.
If there is x(k) such that x
(k)
[ij ,ij+|w|−1]
is routable through a(1) or a(2) at time n
for infinitely many j, then the point x(k) is in the same transition class as x, which
gives a contradiction.
Therefore there is J ≥ 1 such that for each j ≥ J and for each x(k), the block
x
(k)
[ij ,ij+|w|−1]
is routable through a symbol, say a(q(k,j)), in M \ {a(1), a(2)} at time
n. By the pigeonhole principle, for each j ≥ J , there are distinct k′j , k
′′
j such
that q(k′j , j) = q(k
′′
j , j). By applying the pigeonhole principle again, there are two
distinct points x(k
′), x(k
′′) among the d−1 points such that k′ = k′j and k
′′ = k′′j for
infinitely many j ≥ J . The two points have the property that for infinitely many
j, the blocks x
(k′)
[ij ,ij+|w|−1]
and x
(k′′)
[ij ,ij+|w|−1]
are routable through a common symbol
at time n. This forces the two points to be in the same transition class, which gives
a contradiction. 
We now introduce the notion of relative joining, of which relatively independent
joining is an example. Given a factor triple (X,Y, pi), an invariant measure λ on the
product X2 is called a (2-fold) relative joining if for λ-almost every (x, x′) we have
pi(x) = pi(x′). Let p1 : X
2 → X (resp. p2 : X
2 → X) be the projection onto the
first coordinate (resp. the second coordinate). Given a relative joining λ on X2, if
µ1 and µ2 are invariant measures on X such that µ1 = p1(λ) and µ2 = p2(λ), then
we say λ is a relative joining of µ1 and µ2. Given a relative joining λ on X
2, if ν
is an invariant measure on Y such that ν = pi ◦ p1(λ), then we say λ is a relative
joining over ν.
If λ is a relative joining of µ1 and µ2 over ν, then pi(µ1) = ν = pi(µ2). Conversely,
if µ1, µ2 are invariant measures on X and if ν is an invariant measure on Y such
that pi(µ1) = ν = pi(µ2), then there is a relative joining of µ1 and µ2 over ν, namely,
the relatively independent joining.
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We define and compare three subsets of X2 given a 1-step 1-block factor triple
(X,Y, pi). Let D1 be the set of (x, x
′) ∈ X2 such that pi(x) = pi(x′) and that x, x′
are in the same transition class over pi(x). We call this set the class diagonal from
the factor triple (X,Y, pi). Let D2 be the set of (x, x
′) ∈ X2 such that pi(x) = pi(x′)
and that x, x′ are routable through a common symbol at a common time. Let D3 be
the set of (x, x′) ∈ X2 such that pi(x) = pi(x′) and that there is a point z ∈ pi−1pi(x)
that is left asymptotic to x and right asymptotic to x′ and a point z′ ∈ pi−1pi(x)
that is left asymptotic to x′ and right asymptotic to x. The three sets D1, D2, D3
are invariant Borel-measurable subsets of X2 and we have D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ D3.
Theorem 5.2. Given a 1-step 1-block factor triple (X,Y, pi) and a relative joining
λ on X2, we have D1 = D2 = D3 (mod λ).
Proof. It is enough to show that D3 ⊂ D1 (mod λ).
Let C be the set of pairs (u, v) of X-blocks such that pi(u) = pi(v) and that
there is an X-block w ∈ pi−1pi(u) that starts with the same symbol as u and ends
with the same symbol as v and a X-block w′ ∈ pi−1pi(u) that starts with the same
symbol as v and ends with the same symbol as u.
For each (u, v) ∈ C, let D(u,v) be the set of (x, x
′) ∈ X2 such that pi(x) = pi(x′)
and that the X2-block (u, v) occurs in (x, x′). Then D3 is the union of D(u,v).
For each (u, v) ∈ C, let D′(u,v) be the set of (x, x
′) ∈ X2 such that pi(x) = pi(x′)
and that the X2-block (u, v) occurs infinitely many times to the right in (x, x′). By
Poincare’s recurrence theorem, D(u,v) = D
′
(u,v) (mod λ).
It is easy to check that each D′(u,v) is a subset of D1. 
A relative joining λ on X2 is called a class diagonal joining if for λ-almost
every (x, x′), the two points x, x′ are in the same transition class over the point
pi(x) = pi(x′).
The following theorem is a measure theoretic analogue of another result in [1].
Theorem 5.3. Let (X,Y, pi) be a 1-step 1-block factor triple and ν an ergodic
measure on Y . Let λ be a class diagonal joining on X2 over ν. Let (w, n,M)
be a ν-minimal transition block. Let u, v be X-blocks that projects to w such that
λ([u]× [v]) > 0. Then the two blocks u, v are routable through a common symbol in
M at time n.
Proof. Since w is a transition block, u is routable through a symbol in M , say a,
at time n. Similarly, v is routable through a symbol in M , say b, at time n. It is
enough to show that a = b. Suppose a 6= b.
Let C be the set as defined in the proof of Theorem 5.2.
For each (u′′, v′′) ∈ C, let D(u′′,v′′) be the set of (x, x
′) ∈ X2 such that pi(x) =
pi(x′) and that the X2-block (u′′, v′′) occurs in (x, x′). Then D3 is the union of
D(u′′,v′′) when (u
′′, v′′) runs over the elements of C.
For each (u′′, v′′) ∈ C, let D′′(u′′,v′′) be the set of (x, x
′) ∈ X2 such that pi(x) =
pi(x′) and that theX2-block (u′′, v′′) occurs infinitely many times both in (x, x′)[0,∞)
and in (x, x′)(−∞,0]. By Poincare’s recurrence theorem,D(u′′,v′′) = D
′′
(u′′,v′′) (mod λ).
Since λ(D1) = 1, we have λ(D3) = 1, but since D3 =
⋃
(u′′,v′′)∈C D
′′
(u′′,v′′)
(mod λ), there is (u′′, v′′) ∈ C such that λ([u] × [v] ∩ D′′(u′′,v′′)) > 0. Fix such
(u′′, v′′) ∈ C.
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For each (x, x′) ∈ [u]×[v]∩D′′(u′′,v′′), the X
2-block (u′′, v′′) occurs in (x, x′)[|w|,∞)
and in (x, x′)(−∞,−1] while (u, v) occurs between them. Therefore, there is (u¯, v¯)
with λ([u¯] × [v¯]) > 0 such that (u′′, v′′) occurs at the beginning and at the end of
(u¯, v¯) and that (u, v) occurs at a position, say [i, i+ |w|−1], between them in (u¯, v¯).
Since λ([u¯]× [v¯]) > 0, we have pi(u¯) = pi(v¯) and µ(u¯) > 0 where µ = p1(λ). Let
w¯ = pi(u¯). Since w¯ contains w and ν(w¯) > 0, we can conclude that (w¯, i+ n,M) is
another ν-minimal transition block.
The block u¯ is routable through the symbol a ∈ M at time i + n. Because
(u′′, v′′) ∈ C occurs at the beginning and at the end of (u¯, v¯), the block u¯ is routable
through also b ∈M at time i+ n. This contradicts Theorem 5.1. 
We have the following pointwise statement.
Corollary 5.1. Let (X,Y, pi) be a 1-step 1-block factor triple and ν an ergodic
measure on Y . Let λ be a class diagonal joining on X2 over ν. Let (w, n,M) be a
ν-minimal transition block. For λ-almost every (x, x′), we have that for each i with
pi(x)[i,i+|w|−1] = w, the two blocks x[i,i+|w|−1] and x
′
[i,i+|w|−1] are routable through
a common symbol in M at time n.
Proof. For λ-almost every (x, x′), all X2 blocks (u, v) occurring in (x, x′) satisfy
λ([u]× [v]) > 0. 
6. Relative entropy
Given a probability space (Ω,F ,P) and a measurable finite partition C and a
sub-σ-algebra D ⊂ F and an event A ∈ F with P(A) > 0, we denote by H(C|D|A)
the conditional entropy of C given D with respect to the conditional measure on
A. Given a discrete random variable xˆ and a random variable yˆ on Ω and an event
A ∈ F with P(A) > 0, we denote by H(xˆ|yˆ|A) the conditional entropy of xˆ given yˆ
with respect to the conditional measure on A.
With three discrete random variables xˆ, yˆ, zˆ and a positive event A, we have
H(xˆ|yˆ, zˆ|A) =
∑
z
P(zˆ = z|A)H(xˆ|yˆ|[Z = z] ∩ A)
where z runs over values in the range of zˆ. (This follows easily by proving for the
special case A = Ω first.)
If A is an event measurable with respect to yˆ, then
H(xˆ|yˆ) = H(xˆ|yˆ, 1A)
= P(A)H(xˆ|yˆ|A) + P(Ac)H(xˆ|yˆ|Ac)
where 1A is the indicator function of A. If A is an event that is not measurable
with respect to yˆ, then only the second equality from above is guaranteed.
Lemma 6.1. Let xˆ be a discrete random variable and E be an event that is measur-
able with respect to a random variable yˆ. Suppose there are K+1 Borel-measurable
functions f0, . . . fK such that xˆ = f0(yˆ) holds a.s. on the event E
c and that
xˆ ∈ {f1(yˆ), . . . , fK(yˆ)} holds a.s. on the event E. Then
H(xˆ|yˆ) ≤ Pr(E) logK
For each 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, denote Hp = −p log p− (1− p) log(1 − p) ≥ 0.
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Lemma 6.2. Let xˆ be a discrete random variable and E be an event. Let yˆ be
a random variable. Suppose there are K + 1 Borel-measurable functions f0, . . . fK
such that xˆ = f0(yˆ) holds a.s. on the event E
c and that xˆ ∈ {f1(yˆ), . . . , fK(yˆ)}
holds a.s. on the event E. Then
H(xˆ|yˆ) ≤ Pr(E) logK +HPr(E)
Given finite partitions α, β on a measure-theoretic dynamical system of finite
entropy, the following quantities are all equal.
• H(α|α∞1 ∨ β
∞
−∞)
• limnH(α|α
n
1 ∨ β
∞
−∞)
• limn
1
n
H(αn−10 |β
∞
−∞)
• the metric entropy of the factor system α∞−∞∨β
∞
−∞ minus the metric entropy
of the factor system β∞−∞
We denote by h(α∞−∞|β
∞
−∞) this quantity. If a random variable xˆ (resp. yˆ)
generates α∞−∞ (resp. β
∞
−∞) for some finite partition α (resp. β), then we write
h(xˆ|yˆ) = h(α∞−∞|β
∞
−∞).
We have the following subadditive property of relative entropy.
h(α∞−∞|γ
∞
−∞) ≤ h(α
∞
−∞ ∨ β
∞
−∞|γ
∞
−∞)
= h(α∞−∞|β
∞
−∞ ∨ γ
∞
−∞) + h(β
∞
−∞|γ
∞
−∞)
7. Jump extension
Throughout this section, let µ be an invariant measure on a subshift X , and A
a spanning subset of X with respect to µ, in other words,
µ(∪i∈Zσ
i(A)) = 1
and hence by Poincare’s recurrence
µ{x ∈ X : σix ∈ A for bi-infinitely many i} = 1
Throughout this section, also let η be an invariant measure on CZ and assume
0 6∈ C. Let D be the disjoint union of C and {0}. Then there is an extension
(X ×DZ, µ¯, σ) of the system (X,µ, σ) with the following properties.
• µ¯ is an invariant measure on X ×DZ that projects to µ. (This property is
just another way of saying that (X ×DZ, µ¯, σ) is an extension).
• For µ¯-almost every (x, t), for all i ∈ Z, σix ∈ A if and only if ti 6= 0.
• If q is a measurable function from X to Z such that σq(x)(x) ∈ A holds for
µ-almost every x, then gq(µ¯) = µ × η where gq is a µ¯-almost everywhere
defined measurable function from X ×DZ to X ×CZ defined by gq(x, t) =
(x, (tqk(x))k), where
· · · < q−1(x) < q0(x) = q(x) < q1(x) < q2(x) < . . .
are all the coordinates i for which σi(x) ∈ A.
We call the extension (X ×DZ, µ¯, σ) (or just the measure µ¯) the jump extension
of (X,µ, σ) with respect to A and η.
Theorem 7.1. The entropy of the jump extension is
h(µ¯) = h(µ) + µ(A)h(η)
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Lemma 7.1. Let C′ be a subset of C and let B be a measurable subset of X. Then
µ¯{(x, t) : x ∈ B, t0 ∈ C
′} = µ(B ∩ A)η([C′])
where [C′] denotes the cylinder {z ∈ CZ : z0 ∈ C
′}.
Proof. For µ-almost every x, define q(x) to be the smallest nonnegative integer with
σq(x)(x) ∈ A. Note that
{(x, t) : t0 6= 0} = {(x, t) : x ∈ A} = {(x, t) : q(x) = 0} (mod µ¯)
So we can conclude
{(x, t) : x ∈ B, t0 ∈ C
′} = {(x, t) : gq(x, t) ∈ (B ∩ A)× [C
′]} (mod µ¯)

As a special case, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 7.2. Let C′ be a subset of C. Then
µ¯{(x, t) : t0 ∈ C
′} = µ(A)η([C′])
8. Proof of the main theorem
Lemma 8.1. Let (X,Y, pi) be a factor triple and ν an ergodic measure on Y . Let
V be a function on X with summable variation. Let λ be a class diagonal joining
of distinct ergodic measures µ1, µ2 over ν. Then there is another relative joining λ
′
on X2 over ν such that
h(λ′) + µ′1(V ) + µ
′
2(V ) > h(λ) + µ1(V ) + µ2(V )
where µ′1 = p1(λ
′) and µ′2 = p2(λ
′).
Proof. For each (N, p) ∈ N×(0, 12 ), first define a (non-invariant) measure η
o = ηo(N,p)
on {1, 2, 3}Z: for each i ∈ Z, ηo([1]iN ) = 1− p, η
o([2]iN ) = p, η
o([3]iN ) = 0 and for
each k not a multiple of N , ηo([3]k) = 1 and the measure η
o makes each coordinate
independent. Define the invariant measure η = η(N,p) on {1, 2, 3}
Z by:
η =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
σk(ηo)
The invariant measure η(N,p) satisfies the following properties.
• η-almost every point is concatenation of blocks of length N that are either
13N−1 or 23N−1
• Its entropy is h(η) = 1
N
Hp
• η(1) = 1−p
N
• η(2) = p
N
• η(13N−12) = p(1−p)
N
= η(23N−11)
We may assume (X,Y, pi) is a 1-step 1-block factor triple. Let (w, n,M) be a
ν-minimal transition block. Let (N, p) ∈ N × (0, 12 ) be such that N > |w|. The
value of (N, p) will be determined later.
Let λ¯ be the jump extension of λ with respect to (pi◦p1)
−1[w] and η(N,p). We can
form the jump extension because (pi ◦ p1)
−1[w] is spanning: in fact, λ-almost every
point visits (pi ◦ p1)
−1[w] with frequency given by ν(w) > 0 because ν is ergodic. λ¯
is an invariant measure on Ω = X2×{0, 1, 2, 3}Z. The measure-theoretic dynamical
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system (Ω, λ¯, σ) is the ambient probability space on which we will build our random
variables.
Let xˆ, xˆ′, tˆ be random variables defined on (Ω, λ¯) by
xˆ(x, x′, t) = x
xˆ′(x, x′, t) = x′
tˆ(x, x′, t) = t
Since the distribution of the joint random variable (xˆ, xˆ′) is the relative joining
λ, we can define another random variable yˆ = pi(xˆ) = pi(xˆ′) which has distribution
ν. The jump extension ensures that for each i, the event tˆi > 0 is the same as the
event σi(yˆ) ∈ [w]. In other words, tˆ is a sequence in which nonzero symbols occur
exactly where the word w occurs in yˆ.
We have so far four random variables: xˆ, xˆ′, tˆ, yˆ. We now want to construct two
more random variables zˆ, zˆ′ such that pi(zˆ) = yˆ = pi(zˆ′) and they will be formed by
taking some segments from xˆ, xˆ′ in some way. We define zˆ first. It will be defined
in such a way that zˆ is a function of xˆ, xˆ′, tˆ. Occurrence of the symbol 1 in tˆ will
mean: take from the first path, namely, xˆ. The symbol 2 will mean: take from the
second path, namely, xˆ′. The other symbols 3 and 0 have no meaning.
The point zˆ(x, x′, t) ∈ X is defined for λ¯-almost every (x, x′, t) in the following
way. Let . . . i−1 < i0 < i1 < . . . be all the places where 1 or 2 occurs in t. (One
can think of each ij to be a integer-valued function defined almost everywhere on
Ω if preferred) Note that ij+1 − ij ≥ N > |w| holds for each j (almost everywhere)
because if we remove zeros from the block t[ij ,ij+1−1] we would get either 13
N−1 or
23N−1. This means that we can divide the region [ij , ij+1 − 1] into two subregions
[ij, ij + |w| − 1] and [ij + |w|, ij+1 − 1].
We define zˆ(x, x′, t) for the latter type of subregions first. The value of zˆ on
those subregions are copied from x or x′ depending on what t tells at ij , in other
words:
zˆ(x, x′, t)[ij+|w|,ij+1−1] =
{
x[ij+|w|,ij+1−1] if tij = 1
x′[ij+|w|,ij+1−1] if tij = 2
For the former type of subregions, note that for each of such subregion, the block
w appears in yˆ(x, x′, t) at that subregion. Since λ is class diagonal, Corollary 5.1
ensures that for each of these subregions, the two blocks from x, x′ at that subregion
are routable through a common symbol. Theorem 5.3 ensures that for each X2-
block (u, v) that projects to w such that λ([u]× [v]) > 0, one can choose an X-block
r12(u, v) that projects to w and starts with the symbol u0 and ends with the symbol
v|w|−1. We also choose r
21(u, v) that projects to w and starts with the symbol v0
and ends with the symbol u|w|−1. We also define r
11(u, v) = u and r22(u, v) = v.
Now define zˆ(x, x′, t) for the former type of subregions by using the functions
r11, r12, r21, r22 depending on what t is telling at ij−1 and ij , in other words:
zˆ(x, x′, t)[ij ,ij+|w|−1] = r
tij−1 tij (x[ij ,ij+|w|−1], x
′
[ij ,ij+|w|−1]
)
It is easy to check that for λ¯-almost every (x, x′, t), the point zˆ(x, x′, t) is well
defined and is a point in X . As a random variable, one can also check that pi(zˆ) = yˆ.
Define another random variable zˆ′ in much the same way as zˆ except this time
the meaning of the symbols 1 and 2 are swapped: the symbol 1 now means taking
from the second path and 2 means taking from the first path. zˆ′ is in some sense
dual to zˆ. It is easy to check that the joint random variable (zˆ, zˆ′) : Ω → X2 as
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a function is shift-commuting, therefore the distribution of (zˆ, zˆ′) is an invariant
measure on X2, which we denote by λ′. This measure λ′ is a relative joining over
ν because pi(zˆ) = yˆ = pi(zˆ′).
We have the following four equality or inequalities: the inequality holds because
h(tˆ, xˆ, xˆ′|zˆ, zˆ′) = h(tˆ, xˆ, xˆ′, zˆ, zˆ′)− h(zˆ, zˆ′) and the second-to-last equality holds be-
cause it is the entropy of the jump extension.
h(λ′) = h(zˆ, zˆ′)
h(zˆ, zˆ′) + h(tˆ, xˆ, xˆ′|zˆ, zˆ′) ≥ h(tˆ, xˆ, xˆ′)
h(tˆ, xˆ, xˆ′) = h(xˆ, xˆ′) + Pr(tˆ0 > 0)h(η)
h(xˆ, xˆ′) = h(λ)
So we can conclude
h(λ′)− h(λ) ≥ Pr(tˆ0 > 0)h(η)− h0
where
h0 := h(tˆ, xˆ, xˆ
′|zˆ, zˆ′)
We want to bound h0 from above. We divide it into h0 = h1 + h2 where
h1 = h(tˆ|zˆ, zˆ
′)
and
h2 = h(xˆ, xˆ
′|tˆ, zˆ, zˆ′)
We obtain an upper bound for h1 first. To do that, we introduce two more
random variables tˆ′ and tˆ′′.
tˆ′i =
{
tˆi when tˆi = 0, 3
4 when tˆi = 1, 2
The random variable tˆ′ captures partial information of tˆ by not distinguishing 1
and 2.
tˆ′′i =
{
0 when tˆi = 0
1 when tˆi > 0
The random variable tˆ′′ captures partial information of tˆ that corresponds to
where zeroes occur in tˆ and where nonzeros occur. The following three events are
equivalent mod λ¯:
tˆ′′i = 1
tˆ′i > 0
σi(yˆ) ∈ [w]
Note that yˆ determines tˆ′′. Also, tˆ determines tˆ′ which in turn determines tˆ′′.
We decompose h1 into
h1 ≤ h(tˆ
′|zˆ, zˆ′) + h(tˆ|tˆ′, zˆ, zˆ′)
Since zˆ determines yˆ which in turn determines tˆ′′, we have the following bound
for the first term
h(tˆ′|zˆ, zˆ′) ≤ h(tˆ′|tˆ′′)
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but there is only N possible values for tˆ′ given the value of tˆ′′, therefore h(tˆ′|tˆ′′) = 0
and we have
h(tˆ′|zˆ, zˆ′) ≤ h(tˆ′|tˆ′′) = 0
and so
h1 ≤ h(tˆ|tˆ
′, zˆ, zˆ′)
Therefore
h1 ≤ H(tˆ0|tˆ[1,∞), tˆ
′, zˆ, zˆ′)
≤ H(tˆ0|tˆ
′
0, zˆ, zˆ
′)
= Pr(tˆ′0 = 4)H(tˆ0|tˆ
′
0, zˆ, zˆ
′|tˆ′0 = 4)
+ Pr(tˆ′0 6= 4)H(tˆ0|tˆ
′
0, zˆ, zˆ
′|tˆ′0 6= 4)
≤ Pr(tˆ′0 = 4)H(tˆ0|zˆ, zˆ
′|tˆ′0 = 4)
+ Pr(tˆ′0 6= 4)H(tˆ0|tˆ
′
0|tˆ
′
0 6= 4)
= Pr(tˆ′0 = 4)H(tˆ0|zˆ, zˆ
′|tˆ′0 = 4)
where the last equality holds because H(tˆ0|tˆ
′
0|tˆ
′
0 6= 4) = 0 which is because tˆ
′
0
determines tˆ0 given the event tˆ
′
0 6= 4.
So we have
h1 ≤ Pr(tˆ
′
0 = 4)H
∗
where
H∗ = H(tˆ0|zˆ, zˆ
′|tˆ′0 = 4)
We want to obtain an upper bound on H∗ such that it approaches 0 as N → 0
and does not depend on p.
For convenience of further calculation, we let J = [|w|, N − 1] which depends on
N but not on p. Note that given the event tˆ′0 = 4, the value of (zˆ, zˆ
′)J is either
(xˆ, xˆ′)J or (xˆ
′, xˆ)J depending on whether tˆ0 is 1 or 2. Therefore, given the event
tˆ′0 = 4 and the event (xˆ, xˆ
′)J ∈ G1×G2 where G1 and G2 are disjoint sets of blocks
that we will define later, the value of (zˆ, zˆ′)J determines the value of tˆ0 (by just
looking at which one of G1 and G2 the block zˆJ belongs to).
To define G1, G2, first choose a to be an X-block such that µ1(a) 6= µ2(a) and
let d = |µ1(a)− µ2(a)| > 0. Such a block exists because µ1 and µ2 are assumed to
be distinct. Let G1 be the set of all X-blocks b of length |J | = N − |w| such that
|D(a|b)− µ1(a)| <
d
2
where D(a|b) denotes the frequency of a in b. Similarly, let G2 to be the set of all
X-blocks b of length |J | such that
|D(a|b)− µ2(a)| <
d
2
It is clear that the two sets G1, G2 are disjoint. By Lemma 6.2 we have
H∗ ≤ H(tˆ0|(zˆ, zˆ
′)J |tˆ
′
0 = 4)
≤ P ∗ log 2 +HP∗
where P ∗ denotes the conditional probability given by
P ∗ = Pr((xˆ, xˆ′)J 6∈ G1 ×G2|tˆ
′
0 = 4)
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We want to show that P ∗ is a quantity that goes to 0 as N → ∞ and does not
depend on p.
Write
P ∗ =
Pr((xˆ, xˆ′)J 6∈ G1 ×G2, tˆ
′
0 = 4)
Pr(tˆ′0 = 4)
and apply Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2 to the numerator and the denominator to
get
P ∗ =
λ(FJ )
ν(w)
where FJ ⊂ X
2 denotes the set of (x, x′) such that (x, x′)J 6∈ G1 ×G2 and pi(x) ∈
[w]. The set FJ depends on J which in turn depends on N but the set does not
depend on p. It is easy to show, using the mean ergodic theorem applied to ergodic
µ1 and µ2, that limN λ(FJ ) = 0. Therefore P
∗ (and hence H∗ too) is a quantity
that does not depend on p and goes to 0 when N → ∞. Denote H∗ by H∗(N) to
express its dependency on the parameter N . We showed that
h1 ≤ Pr(tˆ
′
0 = 4)H
∗(N)
where H∗(N) is a quantity that does not depend on p and that limN H
∗(N) = 0.
Next we want to obtain an upper bound for
h2 = h(xˆ, xˆ
′|tˆ, zˆ, zˆ′)
For λ-almost every (x, x′), let q = q(x, x′) be the smallest nonnegative number
such that σqpi(x) ∈ [w] and let
· · · < q−1 < q0 = q < q1 < q2 < . . .
be all the coordinates i for which σipi(x) ∈ [w].
Let qˆk = qk(xˆ, xˆ
′). Each qˆk is an integer-valued random variable. Using them,
define
uˆ = (tˆqˆk)−N≤k≤0
The random variable uˆ takes values in {1, 2, 3}N+1 and the probability of the
event uˆ = u for each block u is given by Pr(uˆ = u) = η(u).
Define the two events
S12 = [yˆ ∈ [w], uˆ = 13
N−12]
S′12 =
⋃
0≤k<|w|
σk(S12)
The event S′12 represents the event of the coordinate 0 falling to one of the
subregions where we used the function r12. Define S21 and S
′
21 similarly, with
23N−11 in place of 13N−12. Note that the four events we just defined are measurable
with respect to tˆ. This allows us to use Lemma 6.1 to say
h2 ≤ H((xˆ, xˆ
′)0|tˆ, zˆ, zˆ
′)
≤ Pr(S′12 ∪ S
′
21) log(C
2
0 )
where C0 is the number of letters used in the SFT X .
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We want to estimate Pr(S′12 ∪ S
′
21) now.
Pr(S′12) ≤ |w|Pr(S12)
= |w| · ν(w) · η(13N−12)
= |w| · ν(w) ·
p(1− p)
N
So we have
Pr(S′12 ∪ S
′
21) ≤ C1 ·
p
N
where C1 is some constant depending on w but not on N or p.
It remains to estimate µ′1(V ) + µ
′
2(V )− µ1(V )− µ2(V ) (we denote its absolute
value by h3 for later reference) which is the expectation of the real-valued random
variable:
V (zˆ) + V (zˆ′)− V (xˆ)− V (xˆ′)
By using the same argument as in [3], or alternatively by moving the calculation
to the derivative system induced on S′12 ∪ S
′
21, one can show
h3 ≤ Pr(S
′
12 ∪ S
′
21) · C2
where C2 is some constant depending on |w| and V but not on N or p.
We obtained upper bounds for all relevant quantities to estimate:
∆ := (h(λ′) + µ′1(V ) + µ
′
2(V ))− (h(λ) + µ1(V ) + µ2(V ))
which is greater than or equal to
h(λ′)− h(λ)− h3
≥ Pr(tˆ0 > 0)h(η)− h0 − h3
≥ Pr(tˆ0 > 0)h(η)− h1 − h2 − h3
≥ Pr(tˆ0 > 0)h(η)
− Pr(tˆ′0 = 4)H
∗(N)
− Pr(S′12 ∪ S
′
21) log(C
2
0 )
− Pr(S′12 ∪ S
′
21) · C2
≥ ν(w) ·
Hp
N
−
ν(w)
N
·H∗(N)
− C1 ·
p
N
· log(C20 )
− C1 ·
p
N
· C2
By choosing appropriate constants C3, C4, C4 that does not depend on N or p,
we have
∆ ≥
C3 ·Hp − C4 ·H
∗(N)− C5 · p
N
Now we determine (N, p). Choose p to be be small enough that
C3 ·Hp − C5 · p > 0
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and then choose N to be large enough that
C4 ·H
∗(N) < C3 ·Hp − C5 · p
We chose (N, p) so that
∆ > 0

Corollary 8.2. Let (X,Y, pi) be a factor triple and ν an ergodic measure on Y .
Let V be a function on X with summable variation. Let λ be a relative joining of
distinct ergodic measures µ1, µ2 over ν such that λ(D1) > 0 where D1 is the class
diagonal. Then there is another relative joining λ′ on X2 over ν such that
h(λ′) + µ′1(V ) + µ
′
2(V ) > h(λ) + µ1(V ) + µ2(V )
where µ′1 = p1(λ
′) and µ′2 = p2(λ
′).
Proof. We may assume 0 < p := λ(D1) < 1. We can decompose λ into convex
combination of two invariant measures:
λ = pλ1 + (1− p)λ2
where λ1(D1) = 1 and then both λi are relative joinings of µ1, µ2 over ν because
µ1, µ2, ν are assumed ergodic. By the previous lemma, there is a relative joining λ
′
1
over ν such that
h(λ′1) + (p1(λ
′
1))(V ) + (p2(λ
′
1))(V ) > h(λ1) + µ1(V ) + µ2(V )
We write
λ′ = pλ′1 + (1− p)λ2
then λ′ is a relative joining over ν.
It is an easy check that λ′ satisfies the strict inequality in the conclusion. 
Corollary 8.3. Let (X,Y, pi) be a factor triple and ν an ergodic measure on Y . Let
V be a function on X with summable variation. Let λ be a relatively independent
joining of distinct ergodic measures µ1, µ2 over ν where µ1, µ2 are both relative
equilibrium states of V over ν. Then λ(D1) = 0.
Proof. Suppose λ(D1) > 0 instead. The previous corollary then applies to produce
another relative joining λ′ on X2 over ν such that
h(λ′) + µ′1(V ) + µ
′
2(V ) > h(λ) + µ1(V ) + µ2(V )
where µ′1 = p1(λ
′) and µ′2 = p2(λ
′). Note that µ1, µ2, µ
′
1, µ
′
2 all project to ν.
We have
h(λ) + µ1(V ) + µ2(V ) = h(µ1|ν) + h(µ2|ν) + h(ν) + µ1(V ) + µ2(V )
= (h(µ1|ν) + µ1(V )) + (h(µ2|ν) + µ2(V )) + h(ν)
≥ (h(µ′1|ν) + µ
′
1(V )) + (h(µ
′
2|ν) + µ
′
2(V )) + h(ν)
= h(µ′1|ν) + h(µ
′
2|ν) + h(ν) + µ
′
1(V ) + µ
′
2(V )
≥ h(λ′) + µ′1(V ) + µ
′
2(V )
which contradicts our initial strict inequality. 
Theorem 8.1. Let (X,Y, pi) be a factor triple and ν an ergodic measure on Y . Let
V be a function on X with summable variation. The number of ergodic relative
equilibrium states of V over ν is less than or equal to the class degree of ν.
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Proof. Suppose d is the class degree of ν and that µ1, . . . , µd+1 are d + 1 distinct
ergodic relative equilibrium states of V over ν. Form the (d + 1)-fold relatively
independent joining of these d+ 1 measures over ν. The fact that there are only d
transition classes over ν-almost every y ensures the existence of distinct i, j such that
the projection of the (d+ 1)-fold joining to i, j violates the previous corollary. 
Corollary 8.4. Let (X,Y, pi) be a factor triple and ν an ergodic measure on Y
with full support. Let V be a function on X with summable variation. The number
of ergodic relative equilibrium states of V over ν is less than or equal to the class
degree of pi.
Proof. Since ν has full support, the class degree of ν is the class degree of pi. 
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